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Izhmash master-crafted firearms 
were born of our beloved Tsar, 
Alexander I’s vision to equip 
Russian forces with leading edge 
weaponry. Under Alexander’s 
command, Andrey Deryabin, 
a mining engineer, selected 
Izhevsk Iron-Works as the premier 
firearm manufacturing facility to 
handle this task and our legacy 
was born.  

Topped by a clock tower 
representative of Izhevsk and 
steeped in the rich history of 
the Udmurt Republic, Izhmash 
still stands proudly along the Izh 
River… and is still the stronghold 
for premier weapon production. 

Great regard for the iron-clad 
demands of boots-on-the-
ground combat forces led to 
the early manufacture of Berdan 
rifles, followed by production of 
the now famed Mosin Nagant. 
From a humble beginning of 
seven rifles, 10 handguns and 
a handful of backswords, we 
eventually grew to produce 
over 1.5 million rifles during World 
War I and over 11.3 million rifles 
and carbines during the Great 
Patriotic War, commonly known 

as World War II; in fact, Izhmash 
produced more firearms during 
this time than all of Germany’s 
manufacturers combined (10.3 
million). 

While we readily equipped 
ground troops with millions 
of state-of-the-art rifles, 
manufacturing was also 
broadened to include anti-tank 
weapons, automatic aircraft 
guns, semi-automatic pistols and 
revolvers. Shortly after the close 
of the Great Patriotic War, we 
introduced, perhaps, the most 
famed military rifle, the Automat 
Kalashnikova model 1947, better 
known as the AK-47. Even now, 
66 years after its introduction, 
the AK-47 has been adopted by 
armed forces in 106 countries, 
including numerous special 
force units in every corner of the 
globe.

In 2012, Izhmash merged with 
Izhevsk Mechanical Plant and 
diversified product offerings, 
the most popular being the 
famed Saiga hunting rifle and 
tactical shotgun line. Saiga’s 
rifles and shotguns were born 
of the same attention to detail 

and fundamental design of the 
ever-popular AK-47. In August, 
2013, to capture the spirit of 
diverse offerings as a result of our 
merger, Izhmash was renamed 
Kalashnikov Concern. 

Today, Concern  Kalashnikov still 
stands proudly as a testament 
to our unwavering commitment 
to quality craftsmanship. And, as 
one of the world’s largest firearm 
manufacturers, you can be sure 

our legacy, built on the sweat 
of master-craftsmen and battle-
field tested generation after 
generation, is as strong as ever. 
Our commitment is to ensure you 
are the next to author our living 
legacy.

In Memory of
Mikhail Kalashnikov

11/10/1919 - 12/23/2013

Concern Kalashnikov’s legacy-driven products include:

• Military weapons

• Sporting and hunting firearms

• Automatic aircraft guns

• Guided artillery gunning complexes

• Test vehicles for maintenance and repair of tank armaments

• Motorcycles and Automobiles

• High-Quality capital goods and machinery

HERITAGE

CON C E R N
K A L A S HN I KOV



SAIGA AUTOLOADInG SHOTGUnS

SAIGA AUTOLOADInG RIFLES 

SAIGA RIFLE UPGRADES

BIATHLOnS

TARGET SHOOTInG RIFLES

HUnTInG RIFLES

BAIkAL RIFLES & SHOTGUnS

BAIkAL AIR RIFLES & PISTOLS

Concern Kalashnikov of Russia, one of the world’s largest 
firearms manufacturers and the manufacturer of Saiga 
rifles and shotguns, Biathlon target rifles and of course, the 
legendary AK47, along with the Baikal line of fine shotguns, 
rifles, air pistols and rifles. appointed RWC Group LLC. as 
their exclusive US importer during the 2014 SHOT Show. 

Saiga rifles and shotguns are based on the classic, rugged 
and reliable Kalashnikov design, manufactured by one of 
the world’s oldest (founded in 1807) and largest firearms 
companies, Izhmash in Russia. In addition to importing the 
Saiga rifles in 7.62 x 39, .223, .308, and 5.45 x 39 caliber and 
Saiga autoloading shotguns in 12, 20, and 410 gauges. 
RWC now imports the line of Baikal products including 
shotguns, rifles, combination guns, air pistols and rifles.  

RWC will also have Kalashnikov models featuring 
Command Arms Accessories’ battle proven furniture. In 
addition, the original Izhmash furniture and a complete 
line of original Izhmash factory replacement parts and 
magazines will be available from RWC.

TOLL FREE: 1-866-611-9576
P: 215-949-9944  •  F: 215-949-9191

WWW.RWCGROUPLLC.COM  
 

INFO@RWCGROUPLLC.COM
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Saiga
aUTOLOaDiNg  

SHOTgUN & RiFLES
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The Superiority Of The autoloader. 
The Izhmash Saiga autoloading 
shotgun incorporates the Kalashnikov 
design, providing reliability and 
simplicity of operation. Outstanding 
accuracy is achieved by the smooth 
bore or Lancaster style elliptical barrel, 
which imparts a spin on projectiles, 
increasing accuracy and exterior 
threading to accept chokes. The 
chrome lined barrel, chamber and 
gas system resist corrosion, making 
cleaning easier and extending the life 
of the shotgun.

A lightweight, impact resistant 
polymer sporter stock and forend are 
checkered for comfortable control 
and include 3/4” sling mounts. An 
oversized trigger guard allows use 
with gloved hands. Models are 
available with side optic mounting 
rails, bead front sight, V notch rear 
sight or leaf rear sight. Included is a 
detachable five round magazine (two 
round hunting magazines are also 
available).

izHmaSH

All specifications subject to change

Saiga aUTOLOaDiNg  
SHOTgUN

Available In:

12 / 20 / 410

IZ109
IZ107 12

TRIGGER PULLGAUGESKU

3.3” - 8.15”

BARREL
LENGTH

19” or 24” 45” or 50”

OVERALL
LENGTH

WEIGHT

7.93lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

2; 5

IZ105
IZ106
IZ115
IZ104
IZ103
IZ570

20 3.3” - 8.15” 19” 21” 22”
43.6” 46.68” 

47.68” 7.71lb 5

410 3.3” - 8.15” 19” 21” 22” 45.7” 47.7” 48.7” 7.49lb 2; 4

SPECIFICATIONS

• Automatic loading with detachable magazine

• Smooth bore Lancaster style elliptical barrel (Saiga 12GA 095 Version)

• Optional leaf sight adjustable for windage and elevation

• Chokes available

FEATURES

19”
24”

19”
21”
22”

19”
21”
22”
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Rugged and Reliable Rifles. The 
Saiga autoloading rifle is based on 
the rugged Kalashnikov design. In the 
Saiga line of rifles, this timeless design 
utilizes a proven gas piston system, 
rotary bolt, and very few internal 
parts that provide the reliability that 
Izhmash has delivered for over 60 
years. 

A hammer forged, chrome lined barrel 
and chamber provide the ultimate in 
long life.  The driftable post front sight 
with protective ears is adjustable for 
windage and elevation.  The notched 
side catch with bar rear leaf sight 
is adjustable for elevation. The rear 
sight has presets for 109, 218, and 328 
yards.  The comfortable, ergonomic 
operating handle makes charging the 
firearm effortless. The spring-loaded 
magazine release provides for quick 
magazine changes. The elongated 
selector handle allows for a smooth 
transition from safe to semi-auto. 
Includes one detachable magazine. 
The .308 model is available in two 
barrel lengths, 16” or 21.9”.

izHmaSH
Saiga aUTOLOaDiNg 
RiFLE

All specifications subject to change

Available In:

7.62 / .308 / .223 / 5.45

IZ132 7.62 x 39

BARREL
LENGTH

16.3” 43.5”

OVERALL
LENGTH

WEIGHTWEIGHTSKU

7.93lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

10

IZ137
IZ139 .308 16” or 21.9” 8.6lb 8

IZ114 .223 20” 47.5” 7.63lb 10

SPECIFICATIONS

• Simple, effective, and reliable firearm for hunting and self-defense

• Gas operated rotating bolt with detachable magazine 

• Side rail for optical sight

• Equipped with a high impact polymer hunting buttstock and forend

FEATURES

43.5”

IZ240 5.45 x 39 16.3” 43.5” 7.63lb 10

16”
21.9”
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The SU1 Saiga upgrade features a impact resistant 

polymer stock, forend and pistol grip. Outfitted to 

authentically represent the original Kalashnikov 

design and configured to accept traditional 

30 round double stack magazines. The SU1 is 

available in 7.62 x 39 and 5.45 x 39 calibers.  All 

required parts are 922(r) compliant. SKU: SU1

FEATURES
• 922[r] compliant 
• Available in 7.62 x 39 or 5.45 x 39 
• Polymer handguard, buttstock and pistol grip 
• Accepts traditional 30 round magazines

Saiga
UPgRaDES

RWC SU1

SU1 SU2



The SU2 Saiga upgrade recreates the classic 

Kalashnikov design with the addition of the CAA 

skeletonized collapsible butt stock with unique 

extension design and a rubber recoil pad. The 

use of the AKTSP stock tube allows the stock to sit  

horizontally with the receiver providing an improved 

sight picture. 

The ergonomic pistol grip with interchangable finger 

grooves and backstraps provides a strong and 

comfortable grip. The skeletonized RS47SET polymer 

forend with 4 rails adds mounting surfaces for lights, 

lasers, forward grips and optics. The UPG47 Pistol 

Grip with six interchangeable finger grooves and 

backstraps provides a strong, comfortable grip even 

while wet. All required parts are 922[r] compliant. 

SKU: SU2

The SU3 Saiga upgrade recreates the classic 

Kalashnikov design with the addition of the CAA 

fully adjustable stock (SRSNL) featuring a ten 

position adjustment for stock length, cheekpiece is 

adjustable for height and eye relief, and the rubber 

butt pad is vertically adjustable. The pistol grip with 

6 interchangeable inserts for the finger grooves and 

backstraps (UPG47) allows the grip to be sized for 

any hand. Storage in the pistol grip for batteries and 

other small items is covered by a snap cap.  

The aluminum 5 Picatinny rail system (XRS47) is 

designed for the secure mounting of heavy optics. 

The receiver dust cover is accessible and removable 

without removing the rail system. All required parts 

are 922[r] compliant. SKU: SU3

RWC SU2 RWC SU3

FEATURES
• 922[r] compliant 
• Accepts traditional double stack magazines 
• Polymer handguard with rails [RS47SET] 
• Skeletonized Collapsible buttstock [SKBS] 
• Rubberized  pistol grip with interchangeable  
    finger grooves and back straps [UPG47]  
•  Available in 5.45 x 39 and 7.62 x 39

FEATURES
• 922[r] compliant 
• Accepts traditional double stack magazines 
• Aluminum 5 rail system [XRS47] 
• Fully adjustable stock with monopod [SRSNL] 
• Pistol grip with interchangeable panels [UPG47]

SU3
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TaRgET RiFLE. The Record comes 
complete with a removable rear 
notch sight, hooded front sight 
tower, threaded muzzle with cap, 
two magazines, rubber butt pad and 
additional length adjustment spacers, 
detachable metal carry handle for 
ease of transport, rubber foot covers 
for the bipod, sling, a leather carrying 
case with handle and detachable 
strap, cleaning rod, oiler and tools in a 
carrying case.

izHmaSH

All specifications subject to change

RECORD

Available In:

7.62 

IZ180 7.62 x 54R

OVERALL
LENGTH

46.45”

WEIGHTWEIGHTSKU

9.48lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

10

SPECIFICATIONS

• Fully adjustable trigger

• Optics can be mounted on Picatinny rail

• Removable bipod with independent leg adjustment

• Fully adjustable competition stock with retractable monopod

The ultimate in target rifles. this powerful, accurate and comfortable rifle is capable of reaching 
out to the farthest targets using magazine fed 7.62 x 54R ammunition.

The Record features a competition-style stock so shooters get a custom fit with the height 
adjustable cheek piece and inserts to adjust the length of pull. In addition, the trigger position is 
adjustable relative to the stock grip. The stock features a detachable carry handle, removable 
bipod and monopod. 

FEATURES
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

.22LR

120 7-4 (ver 8)

CALIBERCALIBERSKU

.22LR

REAR SIGHT

IZHMASH41.33”

LENGTH WEIGHT

9.92lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

5

IZ145 7-4 (ver 10) .22LR
11mm receiver 

dovetail 9.92lb 5

SPECIFICATIONS

• Reload without changing the ready position with toggle lever barrel bore  
   locking system with vertical rotation axis.

• Chrome lined, hammer forged, air gauged barrel for improved accuracy  
   in low temperatures.

• Trigger mechanism is adjustable without removing the action from the stock.

• Hammer interlocking device in trigger mechanism allows for shooting blanks.

• Center of mass, cheekpiece and the match stock are all adjustable.

FEATURES

izHmaSH
BiaTHLON 7-4 (VER 8) / 7-4 
(VER 10)

41.33”

Over 120 Biathlon medals Won. 
The latest evolution of the Izhmash 
Biathlon line of rifles, these models 
represent a truly world class 
competition rifle for the Winter 
Olympic sport of Biathlon.  Based on 
the proven straight toggle lever lock 
system developed over 30 years ago 
by Izhmash, these rifles allow fast 
cycling of the action between shots 
with minimum disturbance of the 
shooting position – a tremendous 
advantage in a sport where mere 
seconds can separate a gold medalist 
from an also-ran.  Trigger is adjustable 
for single or two-stage function, 
length of first stage, creep, and 
release weight (50g-1500g). Improved 
hammer forged barrels with reliable 
accuracy to -20C provide confident 
performance in all conditions.  A 
completely redesigned stock 
provides optimum ergonomics for 
both shooting positions, including 
the maximum 120mm stock depth 
allowed by current IBU regulations. 
Other improved features include 
a lighter front sight assembly, 
compatibility with industry standard 
M18x0.5mm front sight accessories, an 
adjustable butt plate and cheekpiece, 
and industry standard accessory rails 
to accept typical harness, handstop, 
and sling components. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
The Biathlon 7-4 ver. 8 & 10 comes complete 

with a removable rear optical notch sight, 

hooded front sight tower, eight magazines, 

sling, a leather carrying case with handle 

and detachable strap, cleaning rod, oiler 

and tools in a carrying case. Stock is naturally 

finished hardwood and metal components 

feature an extremely durable matte black 

finish.  The Model 10 features a chrome plated 

receiver and barrel in place of the matte 

black finish for further improved weather 

resistance and durability.
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TaRgET RiFLE. This collectable and 
practical .22 LR target rifle features the 
famous Biathlon toggle lever action 
for quick round chambering. This 
world famous action, found on many 
championship Olympic rifles, provides 
the quickest reloading during any 
match and is now available at an 
affordable price. 

The toggle lever action is mated 
to a free floating, long lasting, cold 
hammer forged heavy barrel, factory 
tested to produce 1” groups at over 
50 yards. A 4”  Concern Kalashnikov 
Weaver on dovetail scope base is 
factory installed for mounting the 
optic of your choice. The practical 
birch hardwood hunting stock with 
pistol grip hand checkering and a 
polymer buttpad provides a strong 
and comfortable platform for all of 
your target and small game activities. 
The safety is mounted on the trigger 
guard for quick access and two 5 
round magazines are included.

izHmaSH

All specifications subject to change

BiaTHLON Bi-7-2KO

Available In:

.22LR

IZ144

TRIGGER PULL

0.08” - 0.16”

BARREL
LENGTH

39.37”.22LRBI-7-2KO

CALIBERMODELSKU WEIGHT

7.71lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

5;10

SPECIFICATIONS

• The receiver, front sight and rail are all integral with the barrel, contributing 
   to increased accuracy. 

• Iron sights are set for two firing ranges: 28 yds and 82 yds

• 4” receiver mounted rail for optical sight options

FEATURES
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

.22LR

SKU MODEL

1Z165 SOBOL 19.68”

OVERALL
LENGTH

38.97”.22LR

CALIBER WEIGHT

6.61lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

5

SPECIFICATIONS

• Accurate, comfortable rifle for birds, and small game

• Quick and easy reloading

• Accommodates optical sight mount

• Available with birch stock

FEATURES

HUNTiNg RiFLE. Birds and Small 
game. The accuracy, comfort, and ease 
of operation in a .22LR hunting rifle for 
birds and small game.

Both the Sobol and Korshun feature 
a monte carlo stock with checkered 
pistol grip providing comfort, control 
and accurate shooting. The stock 
features magazine storage and 
is available in birch hardwood or 
walnut. Just as in Izhmash’s world 
famous biathlon rifles, the Sobol’s 
action is operated with a toggle 
lever allowing for quick and easy 
reloading. The receiver’s dovetail 
base accommodates an optical-
sight mount. The design allows for 
shooting over the iron sights without 
removing the optical one. The hooded 
front sight reduces glare & prevents 
damage. The Korshun’s semi auto free 
blow back action is operated using 
a finger lever. The safety for both 
models is mounted on the trigger 
guard.  

izHmaSH
SOBOL (SaBLE) / KORSHUN

SOBOL

KORSHUN

BARREL
LENGTH

IZ141 KORSHUN 19.68” 38.97”.22LR 6.61lb 5
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HUNTiNg RiFLE. Large Fowl and 
medium Sized game. This bolt action 
hunting rifle for large fowl and small and 
medium size game is available In three 
cartridge sizes.

Available in .223, 5.6 x 39, and 
7.62 x 39. A Monte carlo stock 
with checkered pistol grip allows 
for comfort, control and accurate 
shooting. The trigger mechanism 
is adjustable for pull and release 
character (‘smooth’ or ‘with warning’). 
The safety locks the bolt and trigger. 
Sight mounts are designed to allow for 
fire to be delivered over the iron sight 
without detaching the optical one.  
The hooded front sight reduces glare 
& prevents damage.  Front and rear 
sling mounts is included.

izHmaSH
BaRS 4-1

Available In:

5.6 / 7.62 / .223

All specifications subject to change

40B 5.6 x 39

BARREL
LENGTH

21.65” 40.94”

OVERALL
LENGTH

WEIGHTCALIBERSKU

7.05lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

5; 7

IZ171 7.62 x 39 21.65” 7.05lb 5; 7

40A .223 Rem 21.65” 40.94” 7.05lb 5; 7

SPECIFICATIONS

• Accurate, comfortable rifle for large fowl and medium sized game

• Available In three caliber sizes: .223, 5.6 x 39 and 7.62 x 39.

• Accommodates optical sight mount

• Available with birch stock

FEATURES

40.94”
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HUNTiNg RiFLE. Large and medium 
Hunting game. The accuracy of 
this bolt action rifle is verified at the 
factory to insure that at 330 feet four 
shots have no more then a 3” spread.  
It features a walnut stock with sling 
swivels, monte carlo cheekpiece 
and rubber recoil pad. Trigger pull, 
travel, and character are adjustable. 
A notched rear sight with a hooded 
front sight are set for 330 and 985 feet 
and can be used with optics.  Includes 
detachable five round magazine.  
Muzzle velocity 2600-2700 ft per 
second.

izHmaSH
LOS-7-1

Available In:

.308

All specifications subject to change

IZ168 / 1Z141
(walnut / birch) .308

BARREL
LENGTH

21.65” 41.73”

OVERALL
LENGTH

WEIGHTCALIBERSKU

7.72lb

MAGAZINE
CAPACITY

5

SPECIFICATIONS

• Accurate bolt action rifle

• Adjustable trigger

• Iron sights

• Drilled and tapped for scope rings and bases

FEATURES



Rifles & Shotguns
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KEy

All specifications subject to change

Available In:

12 / 20 GA

SKU

SD12B2 12
CYL DT EX PB 

CO

GA

6.5lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Automatic, double-locking tang safety locks, sears and triggers for safety  
   while walking
• Chrome-Lined hammer-forged barrels with screw-in chokes 
• Chrome-Lined chamber prevents corrosion
• Mono-Block machined steel receiver with deep blued finish
• Single selective trigger
• High quality hand-checkered walnut or birch stock and forend with rubber 
butt pad
• Box-Lock action
• Auto-Selector and ejector

FEATURES

Side By Side Shotgun. The MP-43’s 
classic, timeless and well-balanced 
design packs world class quality 
and shooting excellence in both 
barrels. Born of our rich history in 
craftsmanship, the MP-43 has been 
a staple of production for more than 
55 years. While we live in a constantly 
changing and evolving world, the MP-
43 continues its legacy as one of the 
world’s most reliable and value-driven 
side-by-side shotguns. Wherever you 
go, whatever elements you encounter, 
the MP-43’s rugged durability means 
it will be there when you need it most 
for years to come. 

BaiKaL
mP-43

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

SC12B8 12
MC4 DT EXT BL 

PB CO
7.2lb

20”

BBL

28”

35.75”

OAL

43.75”

12”

LOP

14”

1.5”

DAC

1.5”

2”

DAH

2”

WEIGHT

SD20B6 20
MC4 DT EXT BL 

PB CO
6.5lb

SD20B0 20
MC4 DT EXT PB 

CO 6.5lb

26”

20”

41.75”

35.75”

14”

14”

1.5”

1.5”

2”

2”

MC4 = Multi Choke

CYL = Cylinder
EXT = Extractor

DT = Double Trigger
SST = Selective Single Trigger

PB = Plastic Buttpad
CO = Cast Off

BL = Blued
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KEy

All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU
(blued) (nickel)

SS12N6 12
MC4 SST ASE 

NI RB CO

GA

7.2lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Automatic, double-locking tang safety locks, sears and triggers for safety while walking
• Chrome-Lined hammer-forged barrels with screw in chokes (.410 uses fixed chokes)
• Chrome-Lined chamber prevents corrosion
• Mono-Block machined steel receiver with nickel finish  
• High quality hand-checkered walnut stock and forend with plastic butt plate
• Box-Lock action

FEATURES

Side-By-Side Shotgun. The MP-43-1C 
offers the same world-class features 
and reliability as MP-43 but also 
includes ejectors, making the MP-43E-
1C a perfect solution for fast-paced 
Cowboy Action fun or all-business 
home defense. 

BaiKaL
mP-43E-1C

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

SS12B8
SS12N8 12

MC4 SST ASE 
RB CO

7.2lb

26”

BBL

28”

41.75”

OAL

43.5”

14”

LOP

14”

1.5”

DAC

1.5”

2”

DAH

2”

WEIGHT

SS20B6
SS20N6 20

MC4 SST ASE 
RB CO

6.5lb

SS41B6
SS41N6 410

IM/FL SST ASE  
RB CO 6.5lb

26”

26”

41.75”

41.75”

14”

14”

1.5”

1.5”

2”

2”

MC4 = Multi Choke 
IM/FL = Improved/Full Choke

NI = Nickel
SST = Selective Single Trigger
ASE = Auto Selector Ejector

RB = Rubber Buttpad
CO = Cast Off

12 / 20 / 410 GA
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KEy

All specifications subject to change

Available In:

12 GA

SKU

SH12B0 12
MC4 HAM DT 
EXT BL SPB CO

GA

6.5lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• An automatic safety that locks the sears and triggers

• Hammer comes rearward for safety while opening the breech 

• Unique (patented) trigger action is secured against accidental discharge

until the triggers are pulled

• Internal hammer block design prevents accidental firing if the hammers are  

   inadvertently hit

FEATURES

Side-By-Side Shotgun With Double 
Trigger and External Hammers. 
The MP-43KH’s design includes all 
the quality, precision and safety 
elements of the MP-43E-1C but is 
designed for those hunters and 
shooters who also are cowboys at 
heart. Few things stir our American 
spirit and passion for the Old West 
like Cowboy Action Shooting. Nearly 
all of us, at one time or another, have 
wished we could experience the grit 
and glory of our 19th century western 
culture – six- gun on your hip and 
shotgun at the ready. Maybe you’d 
rush headlong into a cattle drive or 
simply roam the open range. Either 
way, the MP-43KH complete with safe 
external hammers and side-plates, 
stirs that timeless spirit with the look 
of a genuine antique Cowboy Action 
firearm. The MP-43KH offers the same 
quality, reliability and service life 
that made our break-barrel action 
famous. Whether shooting or hunting, 
the MP-43KH offers the same high 
quality, reliability and long service life 
consistent with our Baikal break barrel 
design. Safe handling of the external 
hammers is provided by:

BaiKaL
mP-43KH

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

20”

BBL

35.75”

OAL

14”

LOP

1.5”

DAC

2”

DAH WEIGHT

MC4 = Multi Choke
EXT = Extractor

DT = Double Trigger
HAM = Real Hammers

CO = Cast Off
SPB = Steel Buttpad

BL = Blued
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KEy

All specifications subject to change

Available In:

12 / 20 / 410 GA

SPECIFICATIONS

• Chrome lined hammer forged barrels with screw in chokes (.410 chokes are fixed), vent  
   rib with bead sight
• Chrome lined chamber prevents corrosion
• Simple and dependable locking mechanism design
• Mono-Block machined steel receiver with  deep blued or nickel  finish
• Hand checkered walnut stock and forend with rubber but pad
• Single selective trigger

FEATURES

Over-Under Shotgun. Considered 
the most famous Baikal shotgun 
ever produced, the MP-27EM-1C’s 
legacy remains beyond reproach. 
After 40 years and over two million 
shotguns, the MP-27EM-1C is still 
enjoyed by discerning professional 
and amateur hunters and shooters in 
every climb and place. With quality-
driven dependability perfected to 
provide the highest level of reliability 
and balance, the MP-27EM-1C’s 
shooting performance also stands 
up against other over-and-under 
shotguns costing many times more. A 
wide variety of models provide even 
the most discriminating shooting 
enthusiast the perfect choice.

BaiKaL
mP-27Em-1C           

MC4 = Multi Choke

IM = Improved
RW = Walnut
NI = Nickel

FL = Full
VT = Vent Rib
CO = Cast Off

DB = Double Sight Beads
SST = Selective Single Trigger
ASE = Auto Selector Ejector

RB = Rubber Buttpad

SKU
(blued) (nickel)

12
MC4 VT SST ASE 

RB CO RW

GA

7.4lb

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

OS12B8 12MC3 VT SST ASE 
RB CO RW 7.4lb

28”

BBL

28”

45.5”

OAL

43.5”

14.5”

LOP

14.5”

2”

DAC

2”

2.25”

DAH

2.25”

WEIGHT

OF20B6
OF20N6

20MC4 VT SST ASE 
RB CO RW

7.4lbOF12N6 12MC4 VT SST ASE 
RB NI CO RW

7.4lb26”

26” 45.5”

45.5”

14.5”

14.5”

2”

2”

2.25”

2.25”

7.4lb43.5” 14.5” 2” 2.25”OF20N8 20MC4 VT SST ASE 
RB NI CO RW 

7.4lb
OF41B6
OF41N6 410

IM FL VT SST ASE 
RB CO RW

28”

26” 43.5” 14.5” 2” 2.25”

OF12B8
OF12N8
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KEy

All specifications subject to change

Available In:

12 / 20 GA

SKU

OS12B0 12
MC4 WVT SST ASE 

RB DB CO PS PT RW

GA

7.9lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Wide vent rib 
• Double sight beads
• Polished nickel receiver with deep engraving
• Single selective trigger
• Selective ejectors that can be turned on or off
• Precision barrel porting
• Walnut stock features a right hand palm swell with hand cut checkering,  
    rubber buttpad and a competition forend

FEATURES

Sporting Over-and-Under Sporting 
Clays Shotgun. The MP-27EM-1C 
Sporting Shotgun provides the best-
in-value sporting clays action. Better 
combinations of sporting clay features 
and perfected, reliable Baikal design at 
an affordable price-point simply don’t 
exist. 

BaiKaL
mP-27Em-1C Sporting

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

OS20B8 20
MC4 WVT SST ASE 

RB DB CO PS PT RW 7.9lb

30”

BBL

28”

47.5”

OAL

46.5”

14.5”

LOP

14.5”

2”

DAC

2”

2.75”

DAH

2.25”

WEIGHT

MC4 = Multi Choke

RW = Walnut
DB = Double Sight Beads

WVT = Wide Vent Rib
CO = Cast Off

SST = Selective Single Trigger
ASE = Auto Selector Ejector

RB = Rubber Buttpad
PT = Ported Barrels

PS = Palm Swell
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

B12223 12
BL WS RB MC4 

RS RW

GA

8.5lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Bottom-Placed barrel reduces recoil
• Rib-less barrel mounting insures accuracy
• Trigger group built into the receiver - Offers economic design and proven reliability
• Hammer-Forged chrome-lined barrels with screw-in chokes
• Checkered walnut stock and forend with rubber recoil pad
• Mono - Black machined steel receiver with deep blued finish
• Extractors
• Elevation adjustable front sight and windage adjustable rear right with a .43-inch  
   scope rail

FEATURES

Break action Over-Under Rifle 
Shotgun Combination. Combining 
all the advantages of both a rifle 
and a shotgun resulted in our MP94. 
Leave that backup firearm in the 
safe. The MP94 covers it all with both 
rifle and shotgun functionality at a 
value-focused price point. True to 
Baikal’s name, you can expect the 
same premium quality and reliability 
standard in all of our firearms. New 
for 2014, the MP94 is now offered 
in .410 with .22-LR or .22 WMR 
combinations. The new .410 shotgun/
rifle combination lives up to the same 
demanding criteria as our 12-gauge 
and .223 Remington, .308 Winchester 
and .30-06 Springfield combinations. 
The MP94 is modeled after the 
precision quality and reliability of our 
MP-27EM-1C while also incorporating 
other unbeatable performance 
focused features.

BaiKaL
mP-94

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

B4122W 410
BL WS RB MC4 

RS RW ST
8.5lb

24”

BBL

24”

40.5”

OAL

40.5”

14.75”

LOP

14.75”

2”

DAC

2”

2.5”

DAH

2.5”

WEIGHT

B4122L 410
BL WS RB MC4 

RS RW ST
8.5lb24” 40.5” 14.75” 2” 2.5”

KEy
MC4 = Multi Choke

WS = 10mm Rail
RB = Rubber Buttpad

RS = Rifle Sights
RW = Walnut

ST = Single Trigger
BL = Blued

12 / 410 GA
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

.30-06 / .45-70

SKU

SR3006 .30-06
RI WS RB RW 

BL RS

CAL

7.4lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Hammer-Forged chrome-lined barrels with screw-in chokes
• Checkered walnut stock and forend with rubber recoil pad
• Mono-Block machined steel receiver with  deep blued  finish
• Auto-Tang safety – Locks sears and triggers
• Double triggers
• Adjustable rifle sights with 4.3” inch dovetail rail for mounting optics
• Extractors

FEATURES

Side-By-Side Break action Rifle. The 
MP221 reinvented the classic side by 
side rifle while maintaining accuracy 
in both barrels at an affordable price.  
The MP221’s elegant appearance and 
light weight underscore the reliability 
derived from the MP220 design. 
Accuracy in both barrels is achieved 
by use of a ribless joint between the 
barrels, the loose fit of the RH barrel 
into the front sight sleeve and the use 
of jackscrew between the barrels to 
set zero. Available in 30-06 Spr. or 45-
70 Govt calibers.

BaiKaL
mP221

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

SR4570 .45-70
RI WS RB RW 

BL RS
6.8lb

24”

BBL

24”

40”

OAL

40”

14.25”

LOP

14.25”

1.75”

DAC

1.75”

2”

DAH

2”

WEIGHT

KEy
WS = 10mm Rail

RB = Rubber Buttpad
RS = Rifle Sights
RW = Walnut

RI = Rifled Barrel
BL = Blued
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

SAR22L .22LR
PL WS RI RS 

10rd

CAL

10lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Cheek-Piece and stock are adjustable for height and length of pull with integral  
   sling mounts
• Hammer type trigger group with loaded chamber indicator
• Bolt-Action internal locking system – Blow-Back operated
• Accurate barrel with windage and elevation adjustable open sights and Weaver  
   style rail
• Ergonomic cocking lever
• Trigger guard mounted safety button

FEATURES

Semi-auto Rimfire Rifle. The 
MP161K’s future-focused ergonomic 
design demonstrates the result of 
designers freed from the constraints 
of wood! The MP161K is self-
reloaded .22-LR fed by a 10-round 
magazine. MP161K’s lightweight, 
glass-filled polymer design assures 
rugged reliability perfect for small 
game hunting, target shooting or 
just fun-filled plinking. 

BaiKaL
mP161K

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

20”

BBL

39”

OAL

14.5”

LOP

2”

DAH WEIGHT

KEy
PL = Polymer Stock

WS = 10mm Rail
RI = Rifled Barrel
RS = Rifle Sights

.22LR
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

SAS128 12
  3.5”

MC4 PL

GA

8.5lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Self-Regulating gas-operated system with manual over ride
• Breech-Block attached directly to the barrel – Provides solid lockup – Allows the use  
   of a lightweight aluminum alloy receiver
• All parts exposed to gas (barrel bore, chamber, piston, gas chamber, and the  
   magazine tube) are chrome-lined
• Stainless steel valve and piston rings
• Vent-Rib with bead sight and screw-in chokes
• Hammer-Forged chrome-lined barrel
• Removable hammer type trigger group – Prevents discharge when the bolt is not  
   fully locked - Blocks the trigger with a manual safety
• Polymer stock with rubber butt pad

FEATURES

Semi-auto Shotgun. The new 
MP155 has a lighter weight 
and improved balance than it’s 
predecessor. Now with an adjustable 
comb drop, facilitated by spacers 
between the stock and receiver. The 
trigger group has been redesigned 
to provide a shorter trigger travel 
and a larger safety button. The 
MP155 is the workhorse of semi-
auto shotguns, easily digesting any 
combination of 3 ½”, 3’ and 2 ¾” 
12-gauge loads through an under-
barrel tube magazine, without 
adjustments. The MP155 offers 
flawless performance at high-firing 
rates with the rugged reliability 
you demand from premium quality 
firearms. The MP155 is the perfect 
solution for law enforcement, 
hunting, target shooting and home 
protection applications. 

BaiKaL
mP155

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

24”

BBL

40.5”

OAL

14.75”

LOP

2”

DAC

2.5”

DAH WEIGHT

KEy
MC4 = Multi Choke

PL = Polymer Stock

12 GA
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

TS12B8 12
MD PL SA EJC/

EXT

GA

5.7lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Rocking lever barrel lock
• Automatic Ejector (can be disabled in the field) extractor (extractor only on youth  
   models)
• Cocker, decocker
• Youth sizes include rubber buttpad 
• Polymer or beech hardwood stocks
• Fixed chokes
• Hammer forged barrel with chrome plated bore and chamber

FEATURES

Single Barrel Break-action Shotgun. 
The MP18 Single Barrel Break-Action 
Shotgun gained world acclaim as a 
result of proven, world-class reliability 
and dependability. MP18’s rugged 
design has proven itself in every 
corner of the globe over the past 60 
years. MP18’s single-shot design and 
perfect balance make it a favorite 
among discriminating, accuracy-
driven shooters. 

BaiKaL
mP18 SHOTgUN

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

TS20B6 20
MD PL SA EJC/

EXT
5.7lb

28”

BBL

26”

47.3”

OAL

45.3”

14.5”

LOP

14.5”

1.25”

DAC

1.25”

1.75”

DAH

1.75”

WEIGHT

TS41B6 410MD PL SA EJC/
EXT

5.7lb

TY20B4 20
MD SA YTH 

EXT BI
5.7lb

26”

24”

45.3”

43.3”

14.5”

13.25”

1.25”

1.25”

1.75”

1.75”

TY41B4 410
MD SA YTH 

EXT BI 5.7lb24” 43.3 13.25” 1.25” 1.75”

KEy
MD = Fixed Modified

BI = Birch Stock
YTH  = Youth

SA = Semi Auto
EXT = Extractor

EJC/EXT = Ejector/Exractor

12 / 20 / 410 GA
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

SBR243 .243 WIN

CAL

7.1lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Free floating cold hammer forged barrel increases accuracy
• Birch hard wood or polymer stock
• Elevation adjustable front sight and windage adjustable rear sight with a scope rail
• Simple and safe barrel locking with a rocking lever
• Trigger group is built into the receiver for an economical design and increased  
   reliability

FEATURES

Single Break action Rifle.  New 
in the United States for 2014, is the 
MP18MH Single Barrel Break-Action 
Rifle. Derived from the design of the 
world famous MP18 shotgun, known 
for its reliability and dependability, it is 
sure to become an American favorite! 
The MP18 rifle’s ease of us, reliable 
handling and exceptional safety 
attributes are sure to add to MP18MH’s 
rich history of dependability. The 
MP18MH rifle is available in .243 
Winchester.

BaiKaL
mP18mH Rifle

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

23.5”

BBL

39.96”

OAL WEIGHT

KEy
BI = Birch Stock

PL = Polymer
RI = Rifled Barrel
RS = Rifle Sights

.243 WIN 

RI PL RS



Air Rifles & Pistols
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Left Hand

All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

MP46MR 0.177
RB FPS ARS SS 

BA TSAT

CAL

2.9lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Two-Stage trigger is adjustable for position, travel and pull
• Rear target sight is adjustable for windage and elevation
• Rail mount included
• Dry-Fire friendly
• Extra-Long cocking stroke
• Right or left hand pistol grip with palm rest

FEATURES

Target air Pistol. The MP46M Single-
Stroke Pneumatic Air Pistol has been 
in production since 1988 and complies 
with International Shooting Union 
regulations. The rugged durability 
you expect is standard issue with the 
MP46M but we didn’t stop there. The 
MP46M offers extreme match accuracy 
at an affordable price by including 
a hammer-forged match barrel! This 
single shot bolt-action pistol ranges 
from a low to medium noise level.

BaiKaL
mP46m

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

MP46ML 0.177
RB FPS ARS SS 

BA TSAT
2.9lb

11”

BBL

11”

16.53”

OAL

16.52”

500

FPS

500

1.1

TP

1.1

18

CE

18

WEIGHT

KEy
RB = Rifled Barrel
FPS = Ft Post Sight

ARS = Adj Rear Sight for Windage & Elevation

SS = Single Shot
TSAT = 2 Stage Adj Trigger

0.177

Right Hand
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

MP53M 0.177
RB FPS ARS SS 

BB

CAL

2.4lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Adjustable trigger travel
• Rear target sight windage and elevation adjustability
• Rifled, hammer-forged steel barrel for accuracy
• Anti-bear trap safety – Provides for safe cocking and loading

FEATURES

air Pistol. The MP53M Air Pistol has 
become our most popular air pistol 
offering, and for good reason! Its 
classic spring-piston barrel-cocked 
design is the perfect air pistol solution 
for training, recreational shooting 
and even plinking! With great 
performance comes great comfort and 
dependability. MP53M’s ergonomic 
grip design is a perfect fit for both 
right and left-handed shooters. This 
break barrel single shot pistol has a 
low to medium loudness level. Our 
MP53M is the perfect partner in your 
all-day plinking and target shooting 
fun! 

BaiKaL
mP53m

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

8.4”

BBL

16.02”

OAL

360

FPS

2

TP

13

CE WEIGHT

KEy
RB = Rifled Barrel
FPS = Ft Post Sight

ARS = Adj Rear Sight for Windage & Elevation

SS = Single Shot
BB = Break BBL

0.177
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

MP61 0.177
RB FPH ARS 5S 

WS SL

CAL

4.6lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Trigger-Pull adjustability
• Front-Post sight with hood
• Windage and elevation adjustable rear sight
• 11mm dovetail scope mount
• Built-In interlock safety – Prevents discharge if the cocking lever is not fully  
   latched

FEATURES

air Pistol - Single Shot & Repeater. 
Our MP61 Spring-Piston Five-Shot 
Repeater Air Rifle is the perfect 
match whether you’re a new 
shooter, introducing someone new 
to our shooting heritage, teaching 
marksmanship or just getting in 
some plinking time.  The MP61 
combines rugged reliability and 
proven accuracy to ensure confidence 
building shooting and training. Along 
with tighter shot patterns, the MP61 
includes a fixed barrel with side-
cocking lever, slide pellet feeder and 
removable magazine. The polymer 
forend and stock with cheek-piece is 
adjustable for length and allows for 
mounting of red dot and magnified 
optics. The MP61’s greatest attribute is 
value. With premium quality, spot-on 
accuracy, proven durability, and the 
type of price point Baikal is famous 
for, the MP61 may well be the perfect 
shooting storm! The MP61 Spring-
Piston Air Rifle is easy to cock, fun to 
shoot and fairly quiet with a noise 
level ranging from low to medium.

BaiKaL
mP61

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

11”

BBL

30.51”

OAL

490

FPS

1.4

TP

10.5

CE WEIGHT

KEy
RB = Rifled Barrel

FPS = Ft Post Hooded
ARS = Adj Rear Sight for Windage & Elevation

5S = Five Shot
WS = 11mm Dovetail

0.177

SL = Side Lever
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

MP661K 0.177
RB FBR AERS 
REP TST WS

CAL

3.1lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Rifled barrel
• Blade and ramp front sight
• Rear sight adjustable for elevation
• 11mm dovetail scope base 
• Two-Stage trigger

FEATURES

air Pistol. Demanding action shooters 
are sure to meet their match with 
our MP661 DROZD. The DROZD is 
powered by a unique combination 
of 12-gram CO2 cartridges and six (6) 
AA batteries. The result… a 30-round 
magazine full of air rifle fun! The 
DROZD offers adrenaline junkies three 
shooting modes: single-shot semi-
auto, full-auto three-round bursts and 
full-auto six-round bursts! Operators 
simply select one switch to power 
the rifle, another to cycle between 
single, three- and six-round bursts, 
and a third to select 300-, 450- or 
600-round-per-minute rates of fire. 
Imagine adrenaline-charged air rifle 
target shooting and plinking… enter 
our MP661 DROZD!

BaiKaL
mP661K “DROzD”

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

10”

BBL

13.75”

OAL

541 

FPS

2.5 

TP

CO²

CE WEIGHT

KEy
RB = Rifled Barrel

FBR = Ft Build & Ramp
AERS = Adj Rear Sight for Elevation

REP = Repeater
TST = 2 Stage Trigger

0.177

WS = 11mm Dovetail
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All specifications subject to change

Available In:

SKU

MP61K9 0.177
RB FPS AERS REP TST 

WS with CO² piecrcing 
device 

CAL

3.5lb

SPECIFICATIONS

• Detachable shoulder stock
• Rapid Loader included
• Rifled barrel
• Blade and ramp front sight
• Rear sight elevation adjustability
• Two-Stage trigger

FEATURES

air Rifle. The MP661K-09 DROZD 
comes standard with all the features 
of our MP661 DROZD, including our 
unique select-fire system; however, 
the MP661K-09 DROZD takes extreme 
air rifle to the next level with a 
400-round hopper-fed magazine 
and shoulder stock! Our MP661K-09 
DROZD accepts 88-gram CO2 tanks 
or lesser 12-gram CO2 cartridges.  An 
included Weaver scope rail makes red 
dot and magnified optic installation 
cinch and is a perfect way to top off 
the MP661K-09 DROZD’s extreme 
shooting experience. 

BaiKaL
mP661K-09 “DROzD” w/ 
Hopper

FINISH / 
CHOKES / EXT

8”

BBL

28”

OAL

541 

FPS

2.5 

TP

CO²

CE WEIGHT

KEy
RB = Rifled Barrel
FPS = Ft Post Sight

AERS = Adj Rear Sight for Elevation

TST = 2 Stage Trigger
WR = Weaver Rail

0.177
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www.rwcgroupllc.com | info@rwcgroupllc.com
     P: 215.949.9944 | F: 215.949.9191

911 William Leigh Dr. Tullytown, PA 19007

Exclusive U.S. Importer of 
Concern Kalashnikov Products


